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Strategies for argument and adjunct focalization in Basque

Aritz Irurtzun
CNRS-IKER

In this chapter, I provide an overview of the different strategies employed for Wh-questions and focalizations across Basque dialects. I argue that a core property of Basque syntax is the fact that both Wh- and focus phrases undergo syntactic (A'-type) displacements, and that they exhibit the main characteristics of syntactic displacements (locality, successive cyclicity, sensitivity to islands, etc.). After analysing the “standard strategy”, which is available across all dialects, I provide an overview of the new in situ Wh-question strategy of the young speakers of Navarro-Labourdin and two different strategies that are employed across different dialects to generate reinforced foci: the highly contrastive rightward focus constructions (specific to Southern dialects, and particularly common in High Navarrese), and the ‘reinforced movement’ strategy of Navarro-Labourdin (a Northern variety). I finish with a brief description of some other constructions involving foci: the mirative focus constructions of substandard Basque, and the dialectal distribution of different types of split interrogatives.
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1. Introduction: The ‘Standard Strategy’

Basque has been characterized as a S-IO-DO-V language given that, even if the order of constituents in this language is not a fixed one, this is the pattern appearing in an out-of-the-blue or all-new statement (cf., i.a., Ortiz de Urbina, 1989 et seq.; Elordieta, 2001; Etxepare and Ortiz de Urbina, 2003; Irurtzun, 2007; Erdocia et al., 2009). However, information-structure affects the order of constituents in Basque and it is, therefore, a ‘discourse-configurational’ language (in the sense of Kiss (1995)). In this chapter, I provide an overview of the main syntactic and semantic properties of different question and focalization strategies in Basque. The discussion will concentrate on Wh-questions and argument and adjunct focalization –what is known as “term-focus”–, see Elordieta & Haddican (this volume) for an analysis of verb-focalization and Elordieta & Irurtzun (2010) for a study involving verum focus.

1 My deepest thanks to B. Fernández and J. Ortiz de Urbina for their editorial support and to two anonymous reviewers for their insightful comments. This work benefited from the projects IT769-13 (Eusko Jaurlaritza), FFI2013-43823-P, FFI2013-41509-P, FFI2014-53675-P (MINECO), and EC FP7/SSH-2013-1 AThEME 613465 (European Commission).
To begin with, there is in Basque a common Wh-movement and focalization strategy that we could term the ‘standard strategy’, for it is available across all dialects of this language. This strategy is exemplified in (1b) for a Wh-question and (1c) for a subject-focalization, where we can observe that the basic S-O-V word order of an out-of-the-blue statement (1a) is altered and the verb appears immediately following the Wh- (1b) or focal (1c) phrase:

(1)  
   a. Jonek ura edan du.  
       Jon  water drink AUX  
       'Jon drank water'
   b. Nork edan du ura?  
       who  drink AUX water  
       'Who drank water?'  
   c. [Jonek]$_f$ edan du ura.  
       Jon  drink AUX water  
       '[Jon]$_f$ drank water'

Actually, a long-standing observation in Basque linguistics (cf. i.a. Altube (1923), de Rijk (1978), Mitxelena (1981), Eguzkitza (1987), Ortiz de Urbina (1989), Rebuschi (1997), Artiagoitia (2000)) is that if this change in word order does not take place, the result is ungrammatical, as illustrated in the examples in (2a-b):

(2)  
   a. *Nork ura edan du?  
       who  water drink AUX  
       'Who drank water?'
   b. *[Jonek]$_f$ ura edan du.  
       Jon  water drink AUX  
       '[Jon]$_f$ drank water'

Authors like Ortiz de Urbina (1989, et seq.) or Irurtzun (2007) have analysed these constructions as involving an A’-displacement of the relevant phrase (a Wh-phrase or a focal phrase) to the specifier
of some functional projection at the left periphery of the clause (traditionally, taken to be Cº or Focº). This displacement in turn would be followed by a T-to-C movement, as represented in (3), which, in order to avoid repeating the same tree twice, combines the structure under the subject-question in (1b) and the subject-focalization in (1c) (for simplicity, I am omitting the movement of the subject DP from Spec-νP to Spec-TP, and the movement of V-to-ν-to-T):³

(3)

1.1. Cyclicity

Furthermore, we can observe the cyclic nature of the Wh- or focus movement in embedded clauses in that the extraction of (for instance) the subject of an embedded clause is always accompanied by the movement of the verb, both in matrix and embedded clauses. If the movement of the embedded verb does not take place, the result is ungrammatical. Departing from the neutral (4a), the necessity of verb-movement can be observed in the contrast between sentences (4b) and (4c), for Wh-extraction, and between (4d) and (4e) for focalization:⁴

   Jon Miren water drink AUX.C say AUX

---

² See also Elordieta (2001) and Arregi (2002) for alternative proposals and Artiagoitia (2000) and Etxepare & Ortiz de Urbina (2003) for a general overview of the syntax of these constructions.
³ See also Laka & Uriagereka (1987) and Uriagereka (1999) among others.
⁴ A reviewer wonders whether all speakers find these examples ungrammatical. The literature converges in this direction and the speakers I have consulted tend to associate the word order in (4c) not with the interpretation in (4c) but with a reading where extraction does not take place from the embedded clause but from the matrix clause ("Who said that John drank water?"). Unfortunately, we still lack any formal experimental test on acceptability judgements for this type of data.
'Jon said that Miren drank water'

b. Nork esan du Jonek [t edan duela ura]?
   who say AUX Jon drink AUX.C water

   'Who did Jon say that drank water?'

c. *Nork esan du Jonek [t ura edan duela]?
   who say AUX Jon water drink AUX.C

   'Who did Jon say that drank water?'

d. [Mirenek]_[F] esan du Jonek [t edan duela ura].
   who say AUX Jon drink AUX.C water

   'Jon said that [Miren]_[F] drank water'

e. *[Mirenek]_[F] esan du Jonek [t ura edan duela].
   Miren say AUX Jon water drink AUX.C

   'Jon said that [Miren]_[F] drank water'

In both (4b) and (4c) we have a *Wh*-question over the subject of the embedded clause; the only difference between both clauses is that in (4b) we observe OV inversion in the embedded clause (along with the SV inversion of the matrix clause), but in (4c) we do not, resulting in ungrammaticality. Likewise for the focalization constructions in (4d) and (4e). The necessity of verb-movement in the embedded clause has been taken as an indication that the extracted element moves through the specifier of the embedded CP in its way to the specifier of the matrix CP, this cyclic movement being the catalyst of the verb-movement in the embedded clause.\(^5\) Therefore, the derivation corresponding to (4b)-(4d) would be the one in (5):

---

\(^5\) See Ortiz de Urbina (1995) for an analysis.
Importantly, Basque is well-known for also having an alternative to long distance extraction: clausal pied-piping (cf. Ortiz de Urbina (1989, 1993), Arregi (2003), Irurtzun (2007)). Consider the data in (6) for Wh-questions and (7) for focalizations. In (6a)-(7a) we observe that the whole embedded clause is fronted to the left periphery of the matrix CP, and that there is OV inversion in the embedded clause, and SV inversion in the matrix clause, which results in a perfectly grammatical sentence. Lack of inversion (i.e., lack of T-to-C movement) in the matrix clause (6b)-(7b) or the embedded clause (6c)-(7c) results in ungrammaticality, as does the lack of inversion in both matrix and embedded clauses (6d)-(7d):

(6) a. [Nork edan duela ura] esan du Jonek?
   who drink AUX.C water say AUX Jon
'Who did Jon say that drank water?'

b. *[Nork edan duela ura] Jonek esan du?
   who drink AUX.C water Jon say AUX
   'Who did Jon say that drank water?'

c. *[Nork ura edan duela] esan du Jonek?
   who water drink AUX.C say AUX Jon
   'Who did Jon say that drank water?'

d. *[Nork ura edan duela] Jonek esan du?
   who water drink AUX.C Jon say AUX
   'Who did Jon say that drank water?'

    Miren drink AUX.C water say AUX Jon
    'Jon said that [Miren]f drank water'

    Miren drink AUX.C water Jon say AUX
    'Jon said that [Miren]f drank water'

    Miren water drink AUX.C say AUX Jon
    'Jon said that [Miren]f drank water'

    Miren water drink AUX.C Jon say AUX
    'Jon said that [Miren]f drank water'

Thus, the analysis of the derivation of clausal pied-piping structures is very similar to that of long distance extractions. As a first step, the Wh-phrase/focus phrase is moved to the specifier of the embedded clause, attracting its verbal complex, and then, instead of extracting it to the specifier of the matrix CP (as in the long distance extraction in (5)), it is the whole embedded CP that is moved
to the specifier of the matrix CP, generating T-to-C movement in the matrix clause, as represented in
(8), which corresponds to examples (6a) and (7a):

(8)
Step1:

```
       CP₁
          ┌─┐
     C'  └─┘
     /   \
    C    TP
 /     \   \                                                /     /
Jonek T' [V+ν+T]
       /     \
      vP    [V+ν+T]
     /       \\
    tDP v'    \
   /         \  
  VP        [V+ν+T]
 /         /
CP₂  tP   [V+ν+T]
       /
       tP
     /     \    
    edan duela T' [V+ν+T]
     /       /
    tDP v'   \\
   /       \  
  VP [V+ν+T]
 /       /
ura tP
```
Finally, let me note that the parasitic movement of the verb with respect to the *Wh*-movement can serve as a disambiguator of scope for extractions that could be potentially ambiguous. This is, for instance, the case of modifiers like *noiz* (when) that could, potentially, be first-merged in either the matrix or the embedded clause, as in the examples in (9):

(9)  a.  Noiz pentsatzen duzu [gerra bukatuko dela]?
     when think aux war finish AUX.C
     'When is it that you think that the war will finish?' (*When→think*)

   b.  Noiz pentsatzen duzu [bukatuko dela gerra]?
     when think aux finish AUX.C war
     'According to you, when will the war finish?' (*When→finish*)

A direct consequence of the parasitic nature of verb-movement is that a focus or interrogative displacement of an element in the matrix clause generates no inversion in the embedded clause (9a), but on the contrary, extraction from the embedded clause is accompanied by T-to-C movement in both embedded and matrix clauses (9b). As a consequence, the scopal properties of the interrogative have a direct mapping in the syntactic structure of the clause. As a matter of fact, a plausible answer to question (9a) could be something like “Whenever I see the occupation troops leaving the city”
(i.e. that's when I think that the war will come to an end), and a plausible answer to question (9b) something like “When the last city will be liberated” (i.e. I think that when such an event will be accomplished, the war will come to an end).

Now, let us give a look at some of the syntactic restrictions that are inherent to the displacement operations in questions and focalizations.

1.2. Islandhood restrictions

We just saw that the displacements underlying questions and focalizations in Basque observe some locality and cyclicity restrictions which are shown with the movement of the verbal complex. However, these are not the only characteristic restrictions of Wh-questions and foci. In fact, given that they involve A’-displacements, Wh-questions and focalizations are also sensitive to various sorts of syntactic islands. For instance, extraction out of a coordination phrase results in plain ungrammaticality. This is illustrated in (10b-c):

     Jon stock and hake want AUX
     'Jon wants stock and hake'

     b. *Zer nahi ditu Jonek [salda eta t ]?
        what want AUX Jon stock and
        Lit. 'What does Jon want stock and?'

     c. *Zer nahi ditu Jonek [ t eta legatza]?
        what want AUX Jon and hake
        Lit. 'What does Jon want and hake?'

(11)  a. *[Legatza]$_e$ nahi du Jonek [salda eta t ].
      hake want AUX Jon stock and
      'Jon wants stock and [hake],'

      b. *[Salda]$_e$ nahi du Jonek [ t eta legatza ].
And the same happens with extraction out of adjuncts (12b-c), left branch phrases (13b-c) or complex NPs (14b-c); Wh- or focus movement out of these islands derives in ungrammaticality:

    'Jon got happy because he heard the song'

b. *Zer poztu da Jon [t entzun duelako]?
    Lit. 'What did Jon got happy because he heard?'

c. *[Abestia]z poztu da Jon [t entzun duelako]?
    Song get.happy AUX Jon hear AUX because
    Lit. 'Jon got happy because he heard [the song]'?

    'Miren read Jon's book'

b. *Noren irakurri du Mirenek [t liburua]?
    whose read AUX Miren book
    'Whose book did Miren read?'

c. *[Jonen]z irakurri du Mirenek [t liburua]?
    Jon's read AUX Miren book
    'Miren read [Jon's] book'

(14) a. [Jonek liburu bat idatzi duelako zurrumurrua] entzun duzu.
    'You heard the rumour that Jon wrote a book'

b. *Zer entzun duzu [Jonek t idatzi duelako zurrumurrua]?
what hear AUX Jon write AUX.C.P rumour

Lit. 'What did you hear the rumour that Jon wrote?'

c. *[Liburu bat]entzun dut [Jonet idatziduelako zurrumurua].

book one hear AUX Jon write AUX.C.P rumour

'I heard the rumour that Jon wrote [a book]'

So, as we said, all these restrictions constitute evidence that both Wh-questions and focalizations in Basque have a very similar syntax. In a nutshell, they both involve:

(i) A'-movement of the focus/Wh-phrase to Spec-CP.6

(ii) T-to-C movement, which renders adjacency between the verbal complex (V+v+T) and the moved phrase.

(iii) Cyclicity in the focus/Wh-movement, which can be observed in the cyclic movement of the verbal complex of each clause.

(iv) A ban on extraction out of islands.

(v) Possible clausal pied-piping.

This is the panoramic picture regarding the standard constructions.7 In the next sections, I will present the microparametric variability observed in the Wh-question and focalization strategies employed across Basque dialects. Section 2 will briefly present the emergent Wh in situ strategy of Labourdin Basque, section 3 will be devoted to two 'reinforced focus' constructions ((i) the "rightward" focalization trategy of Southern dialects and (ii) the "movement+_AUX" construction of Northern dialects), and section 4 will briefly present some other focus constructions attested in Basque dialects: a substandard mirative focus construction, and two different split interrogatives, which vary in their geographic distribution. Again, it should be emphasized that even if I will be dealing with some strategies that are restricted to some varieties, all varieties of Basque have the standard strategy that we just saw, and that the alternative strategies that I will comment on in the

6 Or Spec-FocP in “split CP” analyses (see, e.g. Ortiz de Urbina (1999), Irurtzun (2007)).

7 An anonimous reviewer reminds me that Elordieta (2001) mentions a potential point of variation between focalizations and Wh-constructions with respect to “weak crossover” effects (focalizations would generate a weaker agrammaticality effect than Wh-constructions). Nevertheless, the phenomenon and judgments are not clear, and unfortunately we still have no in-depth study of this important issue.
2. The new *wh in situ* strategy of Navarro-Labourdin Basque

Recently, Duguine & Irurtzun (2014) have discovered that young speakers of Navarro-Labourdin Basque also have another type of *Wh*-question construction, which is unavailable to older speakers of this dialect, and to the speakers of other dialects in Southern Basque Country (in the Spanish territory). This strategy is illustrated in examples (15) and (16):

(15) Nork gereziak jan ditu?  
who cherries eat AUX  
'Who ate the cherries?'

(16) Jonek zer fite jan du?  
Jon what quickly eat AUX  
'What did Jon eat quickly?'

In these constructions, we do not observe the typical adjacency between the *Wh*-phrase and the verb, characteristic of standard strategies (in (15) the DO appears between the interrogative subject and the verb, and in (16) the adverb 'fite' (quickly) is sandwiched between the interrogative DO and the verb). Duguine & Irurtzun's (2014) analysis is that underlying these examples there is an *in situ* *Wh*-strategy. In fact, in these constructions no interrogative displacement seems to take place (no *Wh*-movement and, as a consequence, no residual V2 effect), but furthermore, these constructions of Navarro-Labourdin Basque also share a range of properties with French *wh in situ*. In particular, they display intervention effects with negation: *Wh in situ* constructions are ungrammatical when the *Wh*-phrase is c-commanded by negation (17), the only way of asking a question with negation on the matrix clause being the *Wh*-movement strategy (18) (see Bošković (1998, 2000) or Mathieu (1999; 2004) for French data and analysis):

(17) *Jonek ez du zer jaten?  
Jon NEG AUX what eat
'What doesn’t Jon eat?'

(18) Zer ez du jaten Jonek?

what NEG AUX eat Jon

'What doesn’t Jon eat?'

Furthermore, these *wh in situ* constructions also pattern like French *wh in situ* paradigms regarding *Wh*-islands: *Wh*-phrases cannot remain *in situ* in *Wh*-islands (19), while they can move out of them (20):

(19) *Ba-dakizu [nola nori opari bat eskaini]?*

yes-know how who present a offer

'Do you know how to give a present to whom?'

(20) Nori ez dakizu [nola eskaini opari bat]?

who NEG know how offer present a

'Who don’t you know how to give a present to?'

Last, another characteristic property of *Wh in situ* constructions in French is that they can be embedded within strong islands (*cf.* Obenauer, 1994; Shlonsky, 2013). The *in situ Wh* constructions of Navarro-Labourdin Basque also show the same asymmetry: while regular *Wh*-movement displays island effects (21), *Wh in situ* constructions are just mildly deviant when embedded within strong islands (22):

(21) *Nori piztu dute jendearen kexua [t etxea kentzean]?*

who light AUX people.of anger house remove.when

*Lit.* 'Who did they lit people’s anger when they took the house to?'

(22) ?[Nori etxea kentzean jendearen kexua piztu dute?]

who house remove.when people.of anger light AUX

*Lit.* 'They lit people’s anger when they took the house to who?'

The syntactic and semantic similarity of these constructions with respect to the French *Wh in situ* has led Duguine & Irurtzun (2014) to the hypothesis that a catalyst for its emergence in
Labourdin Basque is a transfer from French (which would be made possible by other 3rd factor effects like an innate bias for preferring movementless operations).

In the next section I will briefly present two strategies that are employed for ‘reinforced focalizations’ across Basque dialects: the “rightward focalization” of Southern dialects (3.1), and the 'displacement+auxiliary' constructions of Navarro-Labourdin (3.2).

3. Reinforced focus strategies

In this section I give an overview of some 'reinforced' focalization strategies observed across Basque dialects. Generally these strategies are termed 'reinforced' because they have a marked focus semantics associated to them; they are generally more contrastive and more presuppositional than the regular focalization constructions (to the point that they could be taken as semantic equivalents of cleft sentences (see below)). The two strategies that I will focus on are the 'rightward focalizations' of Southern dialects, and the 'movement+auxiliary' constructions of the Northern dialects (in particular, Navarro-Labourdin).

3.1. The 'rightward' focalization strategy of Southern dialects

We saw that the standard focalization strategy available to all dialects comprises a leftward-dislocation of the focal element. Now, Southern dialects also have a different construction where the focus appears at the right edge of the clause, preceded by the rest of the sentence where the order of constituents tends to be the same as in out-of-the-blue sentences (although, it can certainly vary). The two strategies that I will focus on are the 'rightward focalizations' of Southern dialects, and the 'movement+auxiliary' constructions of the Northern dialects (in particular, Navarro-Labourdin).

(23) [Jonk]₉ hautsi du mahaia. [Standard Construction]

Jon break AUX table

'[Jon]₉ broke the table'


table break AUX Jon
'It's [Jon] that broke the table'

This rightward focus constructions, as I said, are common to all Southern dialects (see, e.g., the dialectal study in Hualde, Elordieta & Elordieta (1994)). Ortiz de Urbina (2002) argues that in this type of constructions we have the regular focus movement of the [+F] marked XP illustrated in (25a), followed by “remnant movement” of the rest of the clause to a higher TopP (25b):

\[
\begin{align*}
(25) & \quad \text{a. FocP [XP [+F] [Focº CP [...XP...]]]} \\
& \quad \text{b. TopP [CP [Topº FocP [XP [+F] [Focº CP]]]]}
\end{align*}
\]

One of the virtues of an analysis along these lines is that it immediately explains the sentence-final position of the focus (given that it directly follows from the fact that the rest of the clause is remnant-moved to a position higher than Spec-Foc). Besides, it follows naturally that a topic-comment intonational contour accompanies them, and the highly contrastive nature of their interpretation is also explained as deriving from the Topic position of the clause. Furthermore, this analysis can also explain some scopal relations that would otherwise be hard to explain. Consider the rightward focus construction of (26), where the focal XP takes scope over negation, linear order notwithstanding:

(26) Ez da etorri [horregatik].

not AUX come because.of.that

'He has not come [because of that],'

(=[That], and not (the) other one, is the reason why he has not come).

On this approach, we expect negation not to take scope over the focal ‘horregatik’, for Negº is contained within the remnant-moved phrase and from there it cannot c-command the purpose-clause ‘horregatik’. The availability of the remnant movement operation (25b) would be restricted to Southern varieties of Basque, which would account for the restricted distribution of these constructions.\(^8\)

---

\(^8\) It should be noted that the speakers of these varieties of Basque (all Spanish-Basque bilinguals) also have a very similar construction in Spanish, namely, the non-echoic sentence-final Wh-questions (cf. Uribe-Etxebarria (2002), Etxepare & Uribe-Etxebarria (2004)).
3.2. The 'movement+AUX' strategy of Navarro-Labourdin

The Navarro-Labourdin dialect does not generally display the rightward focalization strategy, but it has a different reinforced construction to express exhaustive focalization: the movement+AUX construction. This construction, which coexists in Navarro-Labourdin with the standard construction, is characterized by involving a ‘canonical’ Wh-movement to Spec-CP but instead of being accompanied by movement of the verbal complex to Cº, it only involves movement of the auxiliary to T. This is illustrated in (27b), a reinforced variant of the standard (27a):\(^9\)

\begin{align*}
(27) &\ a. \ [\text{Mirenek}]_f \ \text{galdegin du izokina.} & [\text{Standard focus construction}] \\
& & \text{Miren ask AUX salmon} \\
& & \text{‘[Miren]$_f$ ordered salmon’} \\
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
(27) &\ b. \ [\text{Mirenek}]_f \ \text{du izokina galdegin.} & [\text{Reinforced construction}] \\
& & \text{Miren AUX salmon ask} \\
& & \text{‘It's [Miren]$_f$ that ordered salmon’}
\end{align*}

This is a construction that is restricted to main clauses, and according to the analysis in Duguine & Irurtzun (2010), the reinforced nature of these constructions is clearly observed in their semantic interpretation regarding the parameters of presuppositionality and exhaustivity.\(^{10}\) For instance, even if all Wh-questions take as granted that the eventuality described in the question takes

\(^9\) I translate example (27b) with a cleft in order to express the reinforced nature of these constructions. Actually, Lafitte (1944: 48) when commenting in these constructions says that ‘pour le traduire, le français ce que est obligatoire’ [in order to translate it, French ce que is necessary]. See Duguine & Irurtzun (2010) for discussion.

\(^{10}\) The restriction to main clauses makes that extraction out of embedded clauses using this strategy renders ungrammaticality, as represented in (i), with the reinforced strategy only in the embedded clause, and (ii), with the embedded strategy in both clauses:

(i) *[Mirenek]$_f$ erran dut [\text{t duela} Jon ikusi].
Miren say AUX AUX.C Jon see
“I said that Jon saw [Miren]$_f$.”

(ii) *[Mirenek]$_f$ dut erran [\text{t duela} Jon ikusi].
Miren AUX say AUX.C Jon see
“I said that Jon saw [Miren]$_f$.”
place, the presupposition of reinforced constructions is stronger, and a discourse clash or clear incongruence is generated when the presupposition is refuted. Consider the data in (28) and (29). In (28) we observe that the presupposition of the Wh-question in (28A) is directly refuted in the answer in (28B), but there is no sharp discourse clash. On the contrary, the refutation in (29B) clashes directly with the presupposition expressed in the reinforced Wh-question in (29A), as it would do with a clefted question in English:

(28) A:  Zer  jan duzu?  [Standard Wh-construction]
      what  eat  AUX
      'What did you eat?'

    B:  Deus  ez.
        nothing  not
        'I ate [nothing].'

(29) A:  Zer  duzu  jan?  [Reinforced Wh-construction]
      what  AUX  eat
      'What is it that you ate?'

    B:  #Deus  ez.
        nothing  not
        'It's [nothing] that I ate'

Likewise, reinforced interrogative and focus constructions always require a strongly exhaustive or complete answer interpretation (cf. Duguine & Irurtzun (2010)). Thus, contrary to standard constructions, they cannot appear with additive particles (30), and they cannot be employed in a pair-list answer (31):

(30) a.  Nor  besterik  jinen  da?  [Standard Wh-construction]
        who  else  come.FUT  AUX
        'Who else will come?'

    b.  *Nor  besterik  da  jinen?  [Reinforced Wh-construction]
who else AUX come.FUT

'Who else is it that will come?'

(31) a. Jon jinen da, Peio jinen da... [Standard Wh-construction]
    Jon come.FUT AUX Peio come.FUT AUX
    Jon will come, Peio will come...

b. *Jon da jinen, Peio da jinen... [Reinforced Wh-construction]
    Jon AUX come.FUT Peio AUX come.FUT
    It's Jon that will come, it's Peio that will come...

The availability of this strategy, as I said, is restricted to Northern dialects, and it may be correlated with a range of other phenomena involving participial periphrases (cf. Etxepare (2014) for a recent microparametric analysis).

Having briefly analysed the reinforced constructions, in section 4 I will overview two other focus constructions; a substandard mirative construction of Southern Basque, and two split interrogative (Wh-question+focus) constructions, one of them available to all speakers across Basque dialects, the other one restricted to Southern dialects.

4. Other Constructions

Along with the standard and reinforced constructions of each dialect, there are also some other constructions which, even though not evenly spread across the population deserve a brief mention here, given that they also have characteristic correspondences between their syntactic form and their semantic interpretation. Here I would like to briefly comment on two of these constructions; the mirative focus (section 4.1), and the split interrogative constructions (section 4.2.).

4.1 Mirative focus constructions

Mirativivity in Basque has not got an in-depth treatment in the literature. And its
grammatical status is not very clear. However, Etxepare (1998) discusses some constructions that, even though they are not fully grammaticalised nor evenly spread across the population, can be taken as instances of “mirative focus” constructions. Etxepare (1998) concentrates on the differences between the type of focus constructions like (32) that we have seen in section 1, and mirative focus constructions like (33) which would involve some sort of exclamation:11,12

(32) [Jonek]e ekarri du ardoa.  
Jon bring AUX wine  
'[Jon]e brought wine'

(33) [Jonek]o ardoa ekarri du.  
Jon wine bring AUX  
'[Jon]o brought wine!'

According to the analysis in Etxepare (1998), there is a sharp semantic difference between standard constructions like (32) and mirative constructions like (33) in that standard constructions conversationally implicate the eventuality denoted by the open proposition in the (potential) question they answer, whereas mirative constructions conventionally implicate it. This, according to his analysis, would correspond with the different syntactic position that each focal element occupies: whereas standard foci would undergone A'-movement to Spec-CP (along the lines I presented in section 1), mirative foci would move to a lower A-position, presumably the projection of Infl (or T).

11 Actually, the terminology employed in Etxepare (1998) is a bit different; he terms “Emphatic Focus” what we have analysed as (normal) “focus” (basically, the constructions in section 1), and he terms “Contrastive Focus” the constructions that we analyse here as “mirative”. At the risk of confusing the reader (sorry!), I think that the terminology employed in this chapter is more accurate and, furthermore, it better matches the crosslinguistic use of those terms in the literature, so I will keep to the distinction between “focus” and “mirative focus” when I talk about what Etxepare (1998) calls “emphatic focus” and “contrastive focus”. The reader should be aware of the difference in terminology.

12 A reviewer rightly points out that the examples I use to illustrate mirative focus only involve subjects. I do so because thus we can assess the lack of linear continuity between the focus and the verb. Evidence with other syntactic objects would require a longer argumentation (involving an explanation of the properties of scrambling of nonfocal material and speech act modifiers) and it would take us too far from our expository purposes. The reader is referred to Etxepare (1998) for discussion.
4.2. **Split interrogatives**

The last construction that I would like to comment on is the “split interrogative” construction, which is a confirmatory construction combining a *Wh*-question and a focal phrase. The *Wh*-phrase appears to be in its canonical left-peripheric position and the focus (the potential answer) in sentence-final position. This is illustrated in (34):

(34) Zer nahi du Jonek, [ogia]?

```
what.ABS want AUX Jon bread.ABS
```

Is it the bread that Jon wants? (*Lit. “What does Jon want, the bread?”*)

Irurtzun (2014) argues that we have to distinguish two types of split questions. On the one hand, we would have *matching questions*, where the *Wh*-phrase to the left matches in syntactic type and semantic interpretation with the focus phrase to the right. (35) would be a canonical example of a matching construction where the focal element to the right bears the same case (ergative) and theta-role as the fronted *Wh*-phrase:

(35) Nork egin du, [Jonek]?

```
who.ERG make AUX Jon.ERG
```

'Was it [Jon] that made it?' (*Lit. ‘Who made it, Jon?’*)

These constructions are common to all dialects of Basque. On the other hand, we have *what-type* questions; constructions that invariably show the dummy interrogative pronoun *zer* (what) to the left, which does not match with the focal phrase (36). These are restricted to the Southern dialects:

(36) a. Zer egin du, [Jonek]?

```
what make AUX Jon.ERG
```

'Was it [Jon] that made it?' (*Lit. ‘What made it, Jon?’*)

b. Zer zatoz, [bihar]?

```
what come tomorrow
```
'Is it [tomorrow] that you are coming?' (Lit. 'What are you coming, tomorrow?')

According to Irurtzun (2014), matching type split interrogatives are derived from a simple bi-clausal construction: a regular Wh-question followed by a leftward focalization which undergoes sluicing (following the analysis of Spanish matching constructions proposed by Arregi (2010)). Therefore, the fact that all dialects of Basque have this type of constructions is just something to be expected, given that all dialects have both Wh-movement and sluicing constructions.

Regarding what type constructions, the analysis put forth in Irurtzun (2014) suggests that they involve a more complex construction with two CPs and multidominance of the clausal spine, which is dominated by an evidential head. As I said, the availability of this complex structure is restricted to Southern dialects (probably, due to a transfer from Spanish, which also has what-type interrogatives like (37), cf. López-Cortina 2003, 2007; Arregi 2007, 2010):

(37) Qué vienes, [mañana]? 
what come tomorrow

'Is it [tomorrow] that you are coming?' (Lit. 'What are you coming, tomorrow?')

Northern dialects, on the contrary, cannot make what-type split interrogatives.

5. Summary

In conclusion, in this chapter I have provided an overview of the different question and focalization strategies available across Basque dialects. We have seen that a core property of Basque syntax is that it treats in a very similar way Wh-questions and their answers (focus constructions). The standard strategy (available to all varieties) involves an A'-movement of the focal item to Spec-CP (which is accompanied by movement of the verb) but there are also a range of other alternative strategies employed across Basque varieties. These alternative strategies are generally employed in order to gain some semantic nuance (stronger presuppositionality, exhaustivity, etc.) with respect to the standard strategy.
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